
2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Overview 
 

Banking industry has now come across another medium through which, it can reach 

customers.  The customers, who are always on the move, may be looking for the 

comfort of self servicing. So these financial service requirements can now be made 

possible with the faster growing mobile phone networks.   

 

Technological hurdles faced by the people in underdeveloped remote rural areas can 

also be reduced using already well expanded mobile telephone coverage.  This would 

also be served as another value added service to the Banking customer.  

 

Mobile banking and payment services can soon attract customers who are very much 

techno savvy and already adopted to the mobile products such as SMS based 

applications.   

 

Finally the Banking industry too still hoping that consumers will be able to save time 

and money by getting used to this new mode of servicing  

2.1.1 Email & Internet Growth in Sri Lanka 
 

For the last few years, the growth in Information and Communication Technologies in 

Sri Lanka has been very encouraging. At present, the number of websites that cater to 

the Sri Lankan diaspora as well as to the Sri Lankan public is on the rise with  a higher 

focused towards Sri Lankan content either in Sinhalese, Tamil or English. E-mail and 

Internet were first used in Sri Lanka in late eighties making the country being one of 

the first countries in Asia to use Internet. However the latest TRCSL statistics [8] it 

shows that the number of registered Internet users is 150,000 as at March 2007 and it 

confirms that Internet Penetration has not gone beyond 1%. This will keep the 

potential growth opportunities for Internet Banking at very minimal level. 

Affordability of a personal computer, the relatively higher usage charges and lack of 

communication infrastructure developments are the major factors behind the slow 

growth rate.  
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  Figure 2.1: Email & Internet Growth 1996-2007 

Source: [8] 
 

However Figure 2.1 indicates that the number of Email and Internet subscribers has 

been growing at a similar rate for the past 10 years.  

2.1.2 Fixed-line Telephone Distribution in Sri Lanka 

According to the TRCSL latest statistics [8] total number of fixed line telephone in the 

country as at March 2007 is 2,086,774. Table 2.1 shows how these subscribers are 

distributed through out 9 provinces of the country.  

 

Province Subscriber Base  Province Subscriber Base 
Western 1,028,613  Sabaragamuwa 144,461 
Central 209,291  Uva 111,627 

Southern 216,684  North 26,190 
North Central 100,816  East 81,243 
North West 167,849  Total 2,086,774 

   Table 2.1 :  Provincial Fixed-line Telephone Distribution 
   Source: [8]    

 

Fixed line telephone market in the country is also shared by four (4) players. The 

sector is dominated by Sri Lanka Telecom while Suntel, Lankabel and recent addition 

Dialog CDMA also compete each other in the market. Most of the recent growth in 

the fixed line telephone sector can be attributed to the CDMA wireless technology 

introduction in year 2005. 
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Provincial Distribution of Fixed Phones as at March 2007
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North Central
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Uva
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      Figure 2.2:  Provincial Fixed-line Telephone Distribution     

Source: [8]   

Figure 2.2 clearly indicates that half of the total fixed line telephones in the country 

are registered in western province. This is a very strong indication that country’s 

overall communication infrastructure development is still not balanced between the 

urban and rural areas of the country. 

 2.1.3 Sri Lanka Mobile Industry Growth 
 

The mobile sector in Sri Lanka was growing at an annual rate of more than 50% 

coming into 2007. Even though the mobile penetration still relatively high compared 

with some other Asian markets such as India and Bangladesh at around 27% by end-

2006 [1], still the strong growth is more than likely to continue. The market has 

undoubtedly benefited from the liberalization of the market in nineties as well as the 

competition. As described in Section 1.3 currently there are four operators battling for 

a relatively small market share in the country while fifth (5th) mobile operators too is 

due to start services in late 2007. 

 

The Table 2.2 and Figure 2.3 illustrate how the growth of the Sri Lankan mobile 

market has been taken place from year 1991 since the liberalization of telecom 

market. 
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Year 
Mobile 

Subscribers Year 
Mobile 

Subscribers 
1992 2,644 2000 430,202 
1993 14,687 2001 667,662 
1994 29,182 2002 931,403 
1995 51,316 2003 1,393,403 
1996 71,029 2004 2,211,158 
1997 114,888 2005 3,361,775 
1998 174,202 2006 5,412,496 
1999 256,655 2007 Mar 5,958,685 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Table 2.2 :  Mobile Subscribers Growth 1992-2007 Mar 
  Source: [8] 

 

This Figure 2.3 clearly illustrates the exponential growth experienced by Sri Lankan 

mobile telecom industry since the liberalization of the market. According to Central 

Bank Annual Report 2005 [9], reduction in mobile tariff, shorter payback in 

investment, higher availability and accessibility due to increase in competition, 

reduction in handset prices, enhanced benefits through VAS and increase affordability 

through the growth in GDP are major driving factors behind this unbelievable growth 

in the mobile sector during the past few years. 

Mobile Industry Growth  1992-2007 March 
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Figure 2.3: Mobile Subscribers Growth 1992-2007 March 
Source: [8] 

 

According to latest TRCSL statistics [8] total number of mobile subscribers has 

reached 5,958,685 as at March 2007. 
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TRCSL [10] further says that out of the total mobile subscribers in the country 89% 

are in the prepaid segment. It also says that the clear majority of new users buy pre-

paid cards [1].  

Prepaid Postpaid Composition in Sri Lanka

89%

11%

Prepaid Postpaid

 

  Figure 2.4: Prepaid Postpaid Composition in Sri Lanka 
  Source: [10]   

Figure 2.4 indicates that the majority of Sri Lanka’s mobile telephone subscribers are 

in the prepaid segment. Dialog Telekom, which owns more than 50% of the Sri 

Lankan mobile market [7] confirms these statistics in their Annual Report 2006[11]. It 

[11] further says that Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) lies around Rs 400 per 

month where as ARPU for the paid base is around Rs 1600. Prepaid subscribers are 

generally used to utilize the mobile phone as and when it is necessary where as 

postpaid subscribers would prefer to be online continuously without being interrupted. 

Therefore this research was targeted only towards postpaid mobile users even though 

the SMS based utility payment and banking services are available for both types of 

subscribers in Sri Lanka. 

2.1.4  Mobile Subscriber Growth in Regional Countries  

Let’s look at how the mobile subscriber’s growth has taken place in regional countries 

during the past few years.  Table 2.3 shows the growth of the mobile sector of four (4) 

south Asian countries India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. It indicates the 

subscribers in millions since year 2004 to 2006 and the mobile penetration in year 

2006 for all 4 countries. 
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Year India Pakistan Bangladesh Sri Lanka 
2004 (Mn) 55.1 7.9 4.0 2.2 
2005  (Mn) 85.1 15.5 10.4 3.3 
2006  (Mn) 149.5 48.2 22.0 5.4 

2006 Penetration (%) 13 31 14 27 
Table 2.3: Mobile Subscriber Growth in Regional Countries 2004-2006 
Source: [12] 
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Figure 2.5:  Recent Mobile Subscriber Growth in Regional Countries 2004-2006 
Source: [12] 

Figure 2.5 above indicates that the other main South Asian markets such as India, 

Pakistan and Bangladesh too have experienced an exponential growth and Sri Lanka’s 

growth terms of number of subscribers is not that significant compare to these 

countries. It clearly illustrates the size of the Sri Lankan market compare to the other 

neighboring countries.  
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Figure 2.6:  Mobile Penetration of Regional Countries 2006 
Source: [12] 
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The mobile penetration, the number of mobile phones per a 100 of the population, is 

compared in Figure 2.6 for the same four countries. It indicates that Sri Lanka is well 

ahead of India and Bangladesh and very close to Pakistan. Therefore it implies that Sri 

Lankan community is ahead some countries like India and Bangladesh in technology 

adaptation.  

2.2 Mobile Banking and Payment Transactions 

2.2.1  Mobile Payment Business Model 

 
Figure 2.7: Mobile Payment Business Model  
Source: [13] 
 

Concept of Mobile Payment is not a new idea in mobile communication industry but 

to be successful, all involved companies must have to find solutions to alter consumer 

spending habits. 

 

Mobile Banking solution will enable users to transfer money from account to account, 

pay bills, manage and monitor account for spending limits, credit fraud, etc. 

According to [13] its success depends on the ease-of-use and robustness of the 

platform and the capability to aggregate accounts from multiple financial institution or 

multiple banks. 

 

In Figure 2.7, [13] has categorised Mobile Payment solution in to 4 models.  1. ‘Bank-

Centric Models’ with higher Bank’s involvement, 2. ‘Collaborative Models’ with 

multiple Banks, Point-of-sale NFC payments and higher operator involvement, 3. 
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‘Independent Service Operator Models’ with low Bank’s and Operator involvement 

but an ISP involvement and finally 4. ‘Operator Centric Models’ with low bank’s 

involvement but higher operator and Merchants involvement.     

2.2.2  Mobile Phone as a Banking access device 
 

Branch 

Bank Account 

PDA* 

POS *      

Terminal
Phone * 

(Voice)

ATM* 
Internet * 

Mobile * 

Phone

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   * Electronic Modes where PIN or SMART Card Required 

Figure 2.8: Different mode for accessing the Bank Account   
Source:  [14] 

 

As far as technical devices are concerned, there are various options for implementing 

a collaborative model banking solution based on a smart card or a PIN as shown in 

Figure 2.8 [14]. Almost all these options have been implemented in Sri Lanka. The 

latest being the PDA device tried out by The Finance Company very recently. The 

POS Terminal solution, easy-Pay, implemented by NDB and Dialog recently will be 

discussed later in Section 2.6.2. According to [14] Consumers would benefit from 

these opportunities due to more convenient access possibilities. Since consumers trust 

banks most they would also welcome the fact that banks continue to be the main 

payment service providers in all these banking solutions. 

2.2.3  Advantages of Mobile Banking Over other Technologies 

Rensburg in his article [15] describes 4 advantages of mobile banking facility over the 
Internet banking solution. 
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1. The banking alert on account transactions and credit card transactions that grew to 
be a popular feature in many countries including Sri Lanka cannot be effectively 
implemented in an Internet banking paradigm. Simply it is just not possible to send 
SMS confirmations to Internet users. 

2. If a specially built SIM card is utilized much more advanced security 
implementations are possible with mobile banking which, are not possible with 
Internet banking. 

3. Almost all mobile operators in Sri Lanka have increased their network coverage to 

a satisfactory level. The immediacy of mobile phones or the anywhere any time 

concept allows for new types of solutions. Some of these solutions can be 

implemented by integrating with existing electronic banking applications. For 

example a bank can allow their customers to change the ATM PIN over the phone 

after an ATM transaction, can allow customers to block a credit card of his own over 

the phone, etc. 
 

4. SMS based mobile banking application deploys message-based implementations 

instead of the session-based implementations used in Internet banking applications 

which is more vulnerable to security threats [15] 

2.2.4 SMS Based Transactions 
 

In general there are 4 common technologies that can be used for Mobile Phone 

Banking transactions or Utility Payments [16]. These are (i) IVR (Interactive Voice 

Response), (ii) WAP (Wireless Access Protocol) - WAP enabled mobile phone 

required, (iii) Standalone Mobile Application Clients such as J2ME and J2EE – (Java 

enabled mobile phone required) and (iv) SMS (Short Messaging Service).  

Mobile transactions based on technologies (i), (ii) and (iii) have some major 

limitations compare to (iv) the SMS based transactions in the Sri Lankan context. IVR 

is more expensive as it involves making a voice call, which is generally more 

expensive than sending an SMS or making data transfer using above (ii) or (iii). This 

is one of the major reasons for which, the Tele-Banking Services has not been so 

popular in Sri Lanka even though the service has been launched by many banks some 

years back. 
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Technologies (ii) and (iii), WAP and Standalone Applications need either WAP or 

Java enabled phones, which are relatively expensive and can not be afforded by the 

majority of the average users in Sri Lanka. 

2.2.5  Mobile Banking Transactions that can be offered through SMS 
 

Globally most of the Bank’s mobile phone based services are supporting some or all 

of the following functionalities, which can be offered through SMS [16]:  

These services includes Account Balance Enquiry,  Account Statement Enquiries, 

Cheque Status Enquiry,  Fund Transfer between Accounts,  Credit/Debit Alerts, 

Minimum Balance Alerts, Transaction Alerts, Recent Transaction History Requests, 

Information Requests like Interest Rates/Exchange Rate and Utility Bill Payment 

 

2.3  Global status of SMS Based Banking and Payments Solutions 
 

According to [17], French bank Societe Generale had around 290,000 mobile banking 

customers regularly using SMS within its mobile banking service in 2002, yet fewer 

than 700 customers used the WAP service, which represented just 0.2% of its mobile 

banking customer base. In the UK, First Direct had 160,000 users for its SMS alerting 

service, yet just 4000 active WAP customers representing just 2.5% of its mobile 

banking customer base. 

Further it [17] says, UK bank Natwest launched its mobile banking service in October 

2000, but closed it down the following year due to lackluster consumer interest. 

Natwest’s service did not incorporate SMS in anyway, which made the service 

unavailable to about 90% of those mobile subscribers without a WAP handset. The 

bank has stated this as a key factor in the failure of the service to meet its 

expectations.  

This confirms that even in tech savvy, high income markets, SMS is the most popular 

technology used for Mobile Banking and Payments compared to WAP or other mode 

of communications. 

South Korea and Japan are the two leading examples from Asia where mobile banking 

and payments have experienced an overwhelming success [18]. 
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2.3.1  Bangladesh Example 

Bank Asia Limited of Bangladesh has launched a SMS banking product named 

"Thumbpay" for Aktel mobile subscribers. Services available through "Thumbpay" 

are a) Account balance inquiry, b) Pre-Paid refill or Post-Paid bill to own number/ 

third party and c) Funds transfer. Subscribers of Grameen and Citycell mobile 

networks also have the option of balance inquiries through SMS [19]. 

2.3.2  China Example 

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, ICBC, one of the largest banks in China 

offers 24 hours Mobile Banking through SMS for subscribers of both China Mobile 

and China Unicom, two main mobile telecom providers in China. Main services 

offered through this Mobile Banking are enquiry services and transfer services. 

Customer can go to ICBC business offices expanded all over the country to register 

Mobile Banking (Short Message) Service if they have savings account or settlement 

account opened in ICBC and mobile subscription from either China Mobile or China 

Unicom [20]. 

2.3.3  South Africa Example 

A company named “WIZZIT”, which is a division of the South African Bank of 

Athens, offers a transaction banking account accessible via mobile phone. It has 

launched it services in December 2004 and introduces itself as a “virtual bank” and 

has no branches of its own. 
 

Customers can use their mobile phone to make person-to-person payments, transfer 

money, purchase prepaid electricity, and buy airtime for a prepaid mobile phone 

subscription [21]. 

 
2.4  Sri Lankan Environment 

2.4.1  Mobile Telecom Sector Suitability 

Numerous difficulties such as long queues, parking issues, etc faced by the customers 

when physically visiting banks, ATM machines and other utility bill payment centers 

have made room for Internet Banking, Tele-Banking and Mobile Banking services to 

grow rapidly in the country in coming years. SMS base mobile transactions would be 
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the best alternative in Sri Lanka due to various reasons and some of which, has been 

listed below. Sri Lanka’s mobile penetration is rapidly increasing [8] and the country 

may be amongst the top of mobile phone penetration per capita in the South Asian 

region, in comparison to some other countries in Asia [12] [22]. The SMS facility is 

available to all mobile phone subscribers in the country as almost all GSM phones in 

the market are SMS enabled. SMS is a cost effective mode of communication and 

could easily be afforded by any Sri Lankan mobile subscriber. 

Sri Lanka has a low internet penetration of less than 1% as described in Section 2.1.1.  

The country has only around 828,000 credit cards were in issue up to May 2007 [23] 

leaving the penetration to little over 4.0%. 

2.4.2  Sri Lankan Banking Sector Availability 

According to [6], Sri Lankan banking sector is dominated by Licensed Commercial 

Banks (LCBs) with a share of about 82.5 per cent of assets as at end of year 2006. 

Even though a large number of licensed commercial banks exist in the country, the 

stability of the LCB sector is primarily dependent on the six largest LCBs, consisting 

of the two state banks and the four largest domestic private commercial banks. The 6 

banks are Bank of Ceylon, Peoples Bank, Commercial Bank, Hatton National Bank, 

Seylan Bank and Sampath Bank. These six banks represent 78 per cent of the LCB 

sector assets and 65 per cent of the entire banking sector assets [6]. 

 

2.5  SMS Based Banking and Payments Solutions in Sri Lanka 

2.5.1  Sampath Bank Tigo (Celltel) SMS Banking 

Tigo’s Cell Banking SMSTM service enables customers of Tigo and Sampath Bank to 

conduct their day-to-day consumer banking from their mobile phones, anywhere, 

anytime. This was the first SMS based banking and payment solution launched in Sri 

Lanka. Users can send SMS messages containing transaction codes corresponding to 

the banking services they need. Users can request balance information and statements, 

transfer funds between accounts within Sampath Bank as well as to other banks, 

receive alerts from the bank and request help from the bank’s support system [24]. 
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2.5.2  Mobitel and Sampath’s Banking, Bill Payment and SMS Reload  

Mobitel has introduced range of facilities to its subscribers banking with Sampath 

Bank. Customers would be able to receive micro statements on SMS requests.  These 

requests would be replied with the current account balance, last five transactions on 

account by account basis, mini statements with details such as date, time, place and 

amount of the transaction and so on [25]. 

According to the Mobitel’s web site [26] this feature provides prepaid reload and bill 

payment facilities to Mobitel customers who hold current or savings accounts with 

Sampath Bank. An added convenience provided by this facility is that it can be 

accessed via a user friendly Over the Air (OTA) menu. The menu is built into the 

Mobitel SIM by default and customers are not required to go through the hassles of 

remembering short codes. 

2.5.3  Com e-Load from Commercial Bank 

Commercial banks SMS based mobile bill pay and re-load facility, which is branded 

as “Com e-Load” is the most publicized product in this are in the country prior to 

NDBs easy Pay is launched in this August. According to Mr Pradeep Banduwansa, 

Manager, e-Banking Division, Commercial Bank [27], this unique facility is available 

to both Postpaid and prepaid customers of Mobitel and Prepaid customers of Dialog. 

 

Pre-paid customers can reload their Mobitel Pre-paid account by any value between 

Rs. 100 to Rs. 999 while for Post-paid customers the bill settlement amount is 

unlimited. The re –loaded amount will be instantly debited from their accounts at 

Commercial Bank [28]. 

 

Mobitel subscribers are provided an added convenience of using this facility is that it 

can be accessed via a user friendly Over The Air (OTA) menu which is built into the 

customer's mobile SIM, which eliminates the hassle of remembering short codes [27]. 

2.5.4  HNB Mobitel SMS Banking, E Reload and Bill Pay 

HNB and Mobitel jointly launched a SMS Banking, Prepaid Reload and Postpaid bill 

payment solution through SMS for HNB Savings or Current account holders. Through 

this HNB and Mobitel customers are able to inquire the account balance, transfer 

funds, pay credit card bills, reload pre-paid Mobitel accounts and pay postpaid 
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Mobitel bill through a SMS based facility, which can be accessed via Mobitel’s user 

friendly OTA menu [29]. 

2.5.5  HNB Tigo E-Reload and Bill Pay 

HNB and Tigo entered into an agreement in late August 2007 to provide SMS Reload 

and Banking services to HNB accountholders who are on the Tigo Network. Both 

Post-paid and Pre-paid Tigo users who maintain or open new accounts with HNB will 

benefit from this service, which offers an array of facilities.  

A unique feature is the simplicity in reloading a Tigo pre-paid connection or paying a 

post-paid bill with a short message sent to a dedicated short code, 258. Another first is 

the plan to offer this reload service especially to the Tigo Retailer network, which will 

improve efficiency and convenience to the Retailers who are having accounts at HNB.  

All HNB SMS Banking related short messages can be sent to the short code ‘HNB’ 

(462) from a Tigo connection. Some of the key features include: Balance inquiries and 

Fund Transfer between HNB accounts, HNB Credit Card status inquiries and settling 

credit card bill by debiting an HNB current or savings account [30]. 

 
2.6  Latest Mobile Payment Solutions in Sri Lanka 

2.6.1 Hutch’s Mobile-to-Mobile Payment Service  

Through a feature named "Me2U", which was launched in July 2007, Family and 

friends can top-up each other's mobile accounts, employers can top-up their 

employees' mobile accounts & Parents can top-up their children's mobile accounts". 

Since this facility is made available through a simple SMS feature it is possible for 

anyone to re-charge at anytime, at any place and for any amount. It also allows 

Parents to control and monitor children's mobile phone usages and employers could 

control their employees' mobile accounts. So this becomes an easy and convenient 

control mechanism as well. What's more, it would cost the same value of an SMS for 

each transaction and the receiver has no incoming charge for receiving funds. A 

customer's per transaction value can vary from as low as Rs.1 to the highest value of 

Rs.500/- per day [31]. 
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2.6.2 NDB’s EZ Pay Solution 

Dialog Telekom together with NDB Bank, another private sector commercial banks in 

the country, unveiled eZ Pay, a mCommerce (Mobile Commerce) initiative, a service 

that allows consumers to purchase goods, pay bills, transfer money and perform 

banking transactions via their mobile phones [32].  

The Dialog-NDB mobile commerce network will empower consumers with the ability 

to carry out a variety of electronic transactions using their mobile phone from 

anywhere within Dialog GSM’s network coverage.  

The technology also facilitates the transformation of merchants and retailers of 

varying size and scale in to electronic payment acceptance points and mini-banking 

points.  

The facilitation of electronic transactions at the smallest of retail stores across the 

country is expected to create and nurture an all new wave of grass-root banking.  

This technology enables special software on the SIM card to transform a standard 

mobile phone into an electronic wallet. In order to acquire this service Dialog 

subscriber need to change the existing SIM card to new software enabled SIM. The 

consumer can perform a mobile transaction through a simple SMS. The Point of Sale 

device too is capable of capturing and validating mobile and banking transactions 

performed by retailers and merchants.  

2.6.3  Sampath Bank's 'Mobile Cash' 

Sampath Bank, which introduced ATMs to Sri Lanka in the 1980s, now provides 

platform-independent mobile cash transfer solution for the first time in Sri Lanka. 

This facility, which was launched in late August 2007, will let customers send money 

to any person with a mobile phone or a CDMA phone. 

 

Almost all mobile cash facilities that have been introduced in Sri Lanka were limited 

to a single mobile service provider but Sampath Bank’s this service is available to all 

GSM and CDMA subscribers in all networks. Account holders have the freedom to 

remit money through their mobile phone to a CDMA phone or another mobile phone 
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in a different mobile network. According to the bank this is the unique feature of this 

facility. 

The system also lets customers pay for products provided the merchant is equipped 

with a Point of Sale (PoS) machine, through which money can be received by the 

remitter. This service is initially restricted to purchases at all Singer outlets island 

wide [33]. 

2.6.4 Mobitel’s Peer to Peer Balance Transfer 

Mobitel launched a new service under the brand “SMART Share” for its SMART pre-

paid subscribers with the new concept of peer to peer gifting in late September 2007. 

It gives SMART customers the freedom to share pre-paid balance with their friends 

while the feature is offered through USSD service.  

It is a hassle free way where balance transfers can be done any time of the day from 

anywhere among friends and family. If any one of your SMART friends runs out of 

pre-paid balance you can send a simple command to transfer a portion of the balance 

to your friend's phone.  

This service is different from SMART Reload done through a retailer where the 

subscriber account is topped up. Customers can send any amount ranging from Rs. 10 

to Rs. 2,000, with the persons sharing account balance receiving SMS’s confirming 

the amounts sent and received. The sender will be charged a nominal amount of Rs.2 

(plus government taxes and levies) for this service [34]. 
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2.7 Influencing Factors for Mobile Payment Success 
 

 
No. 

 
Factors 

 
Related Factors 

1 Cost  Transaction fees 

2 Ease of use  Flexibility, unobtrusiveness 

3 Security  

Reliability, Privacy, 

Anonymity, Trustworthiness, 

Regulatory framework, 

Regulation, Consumer protection 

4 Technical feasibility 

Integration effort, 

Interoperability, Scalability,  

Remote access 

5 Independence  

6 Universality 

Critical mass, 

Transferability, divisibility, 

Standardization 

7 User support  

Table 2.4: Factors for Influencing the Success of Mobile Payments  
Source: Modified from [35] 
 

Heijden in his conference paper [35] has listed a set of factors that would influence the 

success of mobile payment and banking solution. He has referred to the various 

previous researches done on the subject by different authors at different times. Table 

2.4 has been extracted from his paper as the researcher is determined to evaluate the 

importance of these factors in the Sri Lankan context.   
 
In an another research carried out at Helsinki Business School [36],  Mallat has 

identified certain adoption determinant for mobile payments, contributing factors for 

each of these determinants and the proposed effect (positive or negative) on adoption 

for each of the contributing factors.  
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No. 

 
Adoption 
determinant 

 
Contributing factors 

 

 
Proposed 
Effect on 
Adoption 

 

1 

Relative 
advantage 
 
 

  a) Time and place independent purchases 
  b) Queue avoidance 
  c) Enhanced payment instrument availability 
  d) Complement to cash 

 
+  
+  
+  
+ 
 

2 Compatibility 

  a) High with digital content and services 
  b) High with small value purchases at POS 
  c) Low with large value purchases 
 

+  
+  
-  
 

3 Complexity 

  a) Complex SMS formats, codes, service numbers 
  b) Management of separate accounts burdensome 
  c) Complex registration procedures 
 

-  
-  
-  
 

4 Costs   a) Premium pricing & high transaction costs 
 

-  
 

5 
Network 

Extension 

  a) Lack of wide merchant adoption 
  b) Proprietary devices / services 
 

-  
-  
 

6 Trust 

  a) In merchants 
  b) In telecom operators 
  c) In financial institutions 
 

+  
+  
+  
 

7 
Perceived 

Security Risk 

  a) Unauthorized use 
  b) Transaction errors 
  c) Lack of transaction record and documentation 
  d) Vague transactions 
  e) Concearns on device and network reliability 
   f) Concerns on privacy 
 

-  
-  
-  
- 

-  
- 

Table 2.5: Factors Affecting Consumer Adoption of Mobile Payments 
Source: [36] 
 
The Table 2.5 has been extracted from this research paper [36] and it describes the 

contributing factors for almost all the influential factors identified in Table 2.4 as well.  

Let’s take each and every influential factor and discuss its importance with regard to 

the SMS based utility payment and banking services in the Sri Lankan context.   

2.7.1 Cost Advantage 
 
People are used to physical cash exchanges for goods and services due to its clear 

advantages such as simplicity, speed and it is free from additional charges. For 

example certain section of the Sri Lankan public still prefer to go to the hospital if 

they can and do the channeling appointment directly even though the ‘eChanneling’ 

service is available to them either through Internet or mobile phones. This would be 
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simple as well as additional cost of ‘eChanneling’ service charge plus Internet and 

mobile call charges would not be applied. 

   

Because of this, most mobile payment systems around the world provide the service 

free to consumers, and continue to do so because switching back to cash is very easy 

for all consumers. Even in Sri Lanka certain mobile operators would not charge for 

the SMS when SMS Prepaid reload or SMS bill payment is performed. 

 

Heijden [35] further says that one could argue that mobile payment systems compete 

with cash for the consumer’s favor while the consumer places value on mobile 

payment solution by taking into account the value offered by the service . Therefore 

both cost and ease of use are typically evaluated in their relationship to other 

alternatives for a banking and payment methods such as traditional cash payment, 

Internet Banking, Tele-banking, etc. 

 

2.7.2  Ease of Use 

Heijden’s study on mobile payment [35] has revealed that in particular the calling of a 

long phone number, 10 digits most of the time, either by either consumer or merchant 

to initiate the transaction was too time-consuming and too error-prone. However he 

suggests that alternatives to overcome these usability problems were coming in and 

available on the market now. 

 

In Sri Lanka as well, the Mobile operator Mobitel offers SMS based payment and 

banking services through the user friendly Over the Air (OTA) menu, which is built 

into the Mobitel SIM card by default. All SMS based services can be accessed via this 

menu and customers are not required to go through the hassles of remembering SMS 

short codes [27].  

2.7.3  Information Security Concerns 

Information Security is a broader concept and one of the most important aspects as far 

as any information related application is concerned. When a financial transaction is 

performed through a wireless media security should be considered at top priority with 

out any doubt. A.E Pascual in his article “Wireless Security” [37] talkes about 
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Information Security in the context of wireless communication. He describes 5 main 

objectives of Information Security. 

 
Confidentiality - Unauthorized persons, processes, or devices will not have any 

access to the information being stored and transmitted. 

Authentication -Verification and validation of the identity of the intended user or 

device 

Integrity - Ensuring the accuracy and the consistency of the content or the 

information 

Availability - Reliability and the timely availability of the data and information 

services for authorized users. 

Non-Repudiation - Assurance that neither the sender nor the receiver can later deny 

having processed information 

 

According to Heijden’s findings [35] both merchants and consumers are having 

security concerns mainly because of the perceived risk related to the transaction 

performed. 
 

However he says most of the involved parties on the belief that security confidence 

can be enhanced by taking appropriate security measures, which would positively 

affect the perceived risk. 

2.7.4  Infrastructure Availability 

G. Roy describes the Infrastructure requirement for mobile payment and banking 

solutions in a joint m-payment feasibility study report [38].  According to her, there 

are a wide variety of networks and devices, which can be used to support m-

commerce and mobile payments in particular. Here we only will focus towards the 

infrastructure requirement for SMS based mobile payment and m-commerce solutions. 

 
 
GSM Technology – 
 
A mobile infrastructure is mainly made up of equipment vendors, software developers 

and mobile device manufacturers. The Global System for Mobile Communications or 

GSM is the only technology currently used by all mobile networks in Sri Lanka [2].   
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In addition to voice services, it defines a number of data services that can be used for 

data transmission between mobile phones with SMS being the most commonly used 

service in Sri Lankan context as described in Section 2.2.4.  

 
SMS Technology – 
 

The point-to-point SMS Service is a messaging service introduced by the GSM system 

to deliver short text messages.  The service was later enhanced and used for various 

data applications such as over the air configuration, data down loading etc.  The SMS 

provides a mechanism for transmitting short messages to and from mobile handsets. 

The service can deliver up to 140 octets of data in a message. The service makes use 

of a short message service center or SMSC, which acts as a store-and-forward system 

for short messages. The mobile network provides the path for the transport of short 

messages between the SMSC’s and wireless handsets. On the security point of view, 

there are no additional security provided to the message transmission in addition to the 

protection provided by the GSM air interface between MSC and BTS. That means if 

the data need to be secured it should be provided at the application level. [38] 
 

Similarly the banking sector should have the systems capable of interacting with 

external systems to provide online data communication. Also common standard 

protocols must be used by both Operators and Banks for smooth application 

integration. 

Interoperability - 

According to the Wireless access Protocol White Paper [39] Interoperability refers to 

the software and devices work across all wireless network technologies. It has to be 

made sure that the content and applications must scale across a wide range of wireless 

bearer networks and device types. In other words mobile operators must feel secure 

that their investments will yield benefits in the future.  

This cannot be achieved until equipment and software offered by different suppliers 

can be made to work together. Operator should be able to choose equipment and 

software from multiple vendors, selecting each piece of the solution that is appropriate 

for the operator’s particular needs.  
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2.7.5  Technological Feasibility and User Support      

Heijden [35] has found out that ‘Technology Feasibility’ and ‘User Support’ have not 

been regarded as critical factors. He suggests 2 reasons for that 1) Technology 

feasibility and User support can be considered hygiene factors, and 2) Both these 

issues were largely under Merchants and Consumers own control.  
 
Hygiene factors are factors related to mobile payment and banking that can cause 

dissatisfaction if missing but do not necessarily increase consumer and merchant 

acceptance. That means these are features of a mobile payment system that just have 

to be there. However, when they are present, they will not by themselves contribute to 

consumer and merchant acceptance. 
 

Secondly both technology feasibility and user support are largely under merchants and 

consumers control. Its merchant and consumers responsibility to get rid of any 

irregular devices and acquiring compatible units while both parties are also 

responsible for the user support. 

2.7.6  Awareness 

Consumer awareness is one of the critical factors with regard to the SMS based 

payment and banking solutions in the Sri Lankan context. Globally most of the 

operators and banks have highly publicised the features and facilities offered to the 

consumers through different communication channels. During the industry 

observation this researcher has found out that except for few banks most of the banks 

and celcos (cellular companies) in the country have not put a lot of effort to increase 

the consumer awareness on the SMS based services offered by them. 

2.7.7 Universality 

Universality refers to the acceptance of the solution to all the involved parties such as 

consumers, celcos, banks, etc. According to Heijden’s findings [35] transaction cost 

and the ease of use for the consumer will play a major role with regard to the 

consumer acceptance. He further says bank acceptance and celco acceptance were 

important too but many executives including those working for banks and celcos 

agreed that this would not be a great problem if consumer acceptance can be achieved 
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